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One aging destroyer must battle an entire alien armada to save mankind.Captain Slade is a hero of

the first Verge War. But with no sign of the enemy for 25 years, the Joint Planetary Operations

Command decides to decommission the old destroyers. But when Slade senses an impending

attack, she defies orders to return to base, and JPOC sends a lone assassin to terminate her

wayward command.But the Verge have returned, more powerful than ever. Their technology is more

advanced. Their armor is indestructible. And they are determined to exterminate all human life.A

rogue captain, a misfit crew, and a decrepit destroyer are mankindâ€™s only hope of survival. If

JPOCâ€™s assassin succeeds, humanity will perish.â€œIf you like Battlestar Galactica, Halo, and

pure awesomeness, you wonâ€™t want to miss this read.â€• â€”Some random guy on Twitter.Buy

SHARSHIP SCORPION Today! A thrilling military sci-fi adventure.
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â—• Good characters with development of them and the interesting story line.â—• Intense action,

decent science, and good tactics and strategy. Even interesting weapons knowledge.â—• Perhaps



a bit too much detail on physiology. Is the author combat medic trained (SOCM even)? Interesting

genetic troubles from a believable source.â—• More military science fiction than space opera makes

this an interesting read - a good mix of both.â—• The aliens are a bit too much like us... not

particular alien - especially socially.All in all, a very good read for fans of the genre.

Best book I've read in a long time and I read 100+ books a year. I am now reading the 2nd book in

this series.I guess this was self edited as there are many grammar errors and other issues, but the

books overall are great.It's been a long time since I didn't want to put a book down, but keep

reading late in the night.

I really enjoyed this book. It is a military sci fi book that has good character and story development.

The battle scenes are many, but are not extremely graphic. There is a good mix of plot and action

throughout the story. I definitely recommend it for anyone who likes sci fi.

Except for the spelling, and an apparent ignorance of the fact that there is not enough oxygen in

space to make tracers work with solid rounds, and that such battles as occur in space are at

distances which would make tracers useless, it was an enjoyable little space opera.

Tripp Ellis off to a good start with this series, but where is the next book? I enjoyed reading this one,

it was well written with believable dialog. I finished it in just a few hours, very enjoyable and a real

page turner. Thank you, Tripp, for allowing the reader into your scifi world.

The author obviously has a rotten sense of humor as I haven't laughed that hard reading a book in a

long time. From the author's bio, I see no military experience. That is surprising and indicates

excellent research, at least from the view point of this retired U.S. Army S.S.G.What impresses me

the most is that, at least for those of us with a rotten sense of humor, the book was hilariously funny.

I more or less expect decent research. But, funny as well . . .

As you said it is a great read and well worth the investment of time. I hope you the author will write a

another book continuing the saga.

This is a fast paced science fiction book that doesn't overdo the technology. Sometimes you just

want to read something with believable people in it! I would like to read/ more in/ this/ series!
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